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Abstract 
 
Brazilian politics has for a long time been considered an elitist system, dealing with 
corruption and social inequalities. In 2002 something unimagined happened when the former 
industrial worker Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva, was elected President of the Republic of Brazil. 
This case study examines Lula’s authority role as President by testing the theories Cinderella 
Complex and Max Weber’s theory of Pure Leadership. It also tries to explain what motivates 
Lula’s actions and what affect this has on Brazilian politics. The case study reveals that Lula 
is not driven by any ideology, but is motivated by own personal interests of eliminating 
hunger and poverty. To realise these wishes he creates alliances in order to get enough 
support for these policies. Even though his government is designed as a bureaucratic 
administration, Lula has not proven to use rational ideas to establish new reforms. Instead he 
is dependent on raising enough support and trust, through his charismatic image. This is 
visible in his election campaigns. This leadership style has implemented some valuable 
programmes like the Fome Zero and Bolsa Familia, but his endless travels and commitments 
abroad joint with his approach to the corruption scandal in 2005 has created a new image of 
Lula as a negligent person. 

This case study is using qualitative methods to explain the leader and President of 
Brazil. 
 
 
Keywords: Brazil, Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva, President, Leadership, Max Weber’s theory of 
pure leadership, Cinderella Complex, Theory testing. 
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1. Introduction 
In the beginning of 2003 the popular Union leader Luiz Inácio da Silva, also known as Lula, 
started his first period as the President of the Federative Republic of Brazil. In many ways 
Lula has been portrayed as a living legend, fulfilling the promise made by a boy to his mother 
that he would work to improve the situation for the less fortunate in Brazil. The boy grew up 
under poor conditions like many other Brazilians facing the hardship of unemployment, 
poverty and hunger. President Lula was the only one of his siblings that was allowed to attend 
school to learn how to read and write, which led to a professions exam as a lathe operator and 
his involvement with the Union Movement. 

Close to the fall of the military regime in the early 1980’s Lula together with 
intellectuals, union members, and the political left joined to start the Partido dos 
Trabalhadores (PT). They won grounds in the political spheres as they emphasised moral 
standards and criticised Brazilian issues like corruption, democracy failures and unilateral 
power structures. It would take Lula and the Partido dos Trabalhadores four elections to reach 
the government office.  

Lula’s personal background is a rare fairy tale in the elitist political system of Brazil, 
which separates Lula from prior political leaders and Presidents. During his election campaign 
he was building his image as the man of the people, peaceful and loving, relatable for the 
public. Opposition and sceptics argued that his poor education and background was not 
suitable for a President. 

Brazil has similar economical problems like the other countries in Latin America, being 
dependent on the flows and changes in the international market and particularly the fiscal 
policies of USA and Europe. Which the economic crises in Russia and Asia, during the 1990 
illustrated the halt of the Brazilian economical growth and increasing the international debt to 
the World Bank and International Monetary Fund, in order to avoid a crisis of their own. 
Close to the Presidential election which Lula successfully won, the economy of Brazil once 
more got unstable and with the neighbouring Argentine financial crises freshly in mind the 
whole of Brazil was holding their breathe as their new President moved into his office.  
 

1.1. Purpose and thesis questions 
Lula is in many ways different from the Brazilian leaders prior to him. The international 
forum expected him to follow the footsteps of the Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez and the 
Bolivian President Evo Morales, conducting a radical leftist policy. Instead the former Union 
leader has chosen to go another path. As Brazil recently celebrated 20 years as a democracy I 
find this country and its political system interesting to examine. This thesis will more closely 
examine the individual person of President Lula and his leadership. To guide my thesis I have 
chosen to use the theories of Collette Dowling’s Cinderella Complex and Max Weber’s 
Theory of Ideal Authority to test the following questions: 
 

i. Can the theories of Max Weber and Collette Dowling together or 
separately explain what kind of leader Lula is for Brazil? 

ii. Can the theories explain what motivates Lula’s actions? 
iii. How is Lula’s leadership affecting Brazilian politics? 

 

1.2. Method and design 
This thesis uses the qualitative case study research on President Lula, which is a method for 
understanding and testing a complex issue and that can be used to support previously 
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conducted research by adding more information. The case study uses detailed contextual 
analysis of a limited number of events or conditions, testing their interactions with each 
other.1 The foundation of qualitative research in international relations field focuses on 
comparative studies and case study methods. Even though some define the case study method 
as different from the comparative method, nearly all case studies are comparing variables 
within or cross cases. The primary purpose of a case study is to create as many testable 
connotations as possible of one hypothesis in any given case.2 Since the case study is 
relatively flexible it can be adjusted to almost all subfields, as it goes deeper into the topic 
than the quantitative analysis, which uses more variables. This in-depth research is applied to 
make a case easier to comprehend.3 

This case study will be testing the two theories of Max Weber and Colette Dowling. 
This process offers the possibility to find new features of a theory and is important for the 
development of research carried out in social science. Generally theory testing research is 
labelled as path-breaking research, providing new aspects of the theory or display errors 
during the process.4 This thesis also aspires to compare the same theories to see whether or 
not they can explain the complexities of global politics, South American leaders face daily 
and Lula in particular. My research case is therefore the Brazilian President Lula, whom 
represents a confusing politics standing between the two political pillars, socialism and 
liberalism, at an individual level. The Brazilian President often portrays himself as the father 
of Brazil or the bridge between two different worlds, the rich and the poor, the developing 
states and the developed states. Lula associates freely with completely separate politicians like 
President George Bush of USA and President Hugo Chavez of Venezuela, two representatives 
of two different political systems having a frosty relationship, because of these differences. 
How is this possible? 

The design for this thesis consists of seven chapters. The first chapter, Introduction, 
where we presently are in for the moment, introduces the case and topic, which is examined in 
this thesis. The chapter presents the aim and questions guiding the essay. Furthermore this 
part is explaining the outlining and method which the thesis will be conducted in and the use 
of materials will be presented in this text. 

Chapter two, Theory and Background, is as the title suggests a chapter presenting the 
two perspectives used to analyse the topic and questions presented above. In this thesis the 
theories are by Max Weber and Colette Dowling, explaining their concepts and their 
presumptions. In this part a brief introduction to Brazil and the President Lula will be made 
for a better contextual understanding. 

Following chapter three, The Reign of President Lula, will contain a mix of present 
biographies on Lula and speeches and statements held by Lula. This information will be 
presented in a fluent timeline, stretching from 2002 to 2007. The speeches and statements are 
in this part processed with textual analysis, examining the use of words, the topics, who the 
speaker addresses and how he addresses them. 

In order to get a better overview and to gain a better knowledge from chapter three, 
chapter four, Lula through the Cinderella perspective, and chapter five, Lula through the 
theories of Weber, provides each theory a separate chapter to examine the information 
                                                 
1 Dooley, Larry M. 2002. “Case Study Research and Theory Building”, in Advances in Developing Human 
Resources 2002; 4; 335. 
2 Levy, Jack S. 2002. “Qualitative Methods in International Relations”, in Evaluating Methodology  in 
International Studies (eds. Harvey, Frank P. and Brecher, Michael). The University of Michigan Press. 
3 Maoz, Zeev. 2002. “Case Study Methodology in International Studies – From Storytelling to Hypothesis 
Testing“, in Evaluating Methodology  in International Studies (eds. Harvey, Frank P. and Brecher, Michael). The 
University of Michigan Press. 
4 Ibid. 
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presented in chapter three. These theories are the Cinderella Complex and the Ideal 
Authorities. 

Chapter six, Conclusion: Comparison of Cinderella and the Pure Authorities, is the 
conclusion chapter, but will also combine the results achieved from the two previous chapters, 
Lula through the Cinderella perspective and Lula through the theories of Weber, providing a 
brief discussion which theory which was easiest to test and comparing them. As well as 
presenting the answers for the questions presented in the introduction chapter. 

Last the bibliography will be presented in the seventh chapter named References. 
 

1.3. Material 
In the gathering of materials to a work it is important to use source criticism to get an as 
factual picture as possible. Source criticism is to validate the truth of a written document, 
story or speech in order to receive a proper understanding of the research that is conducted. 
For this purpose it is important to find the original source or the one closest to it, examine if 
the text figures is essential for the context, see if the text has any inconsistencies implying a 
poorly researched work, see how well the facts work with each other or if they are conflicting 
and also viewing the structure of the work.5  

An article in the Economist (2003) Lula - the man of two worlds was my inspiration for 
this survey together with Lula being one of the first Presidents in the world attending both the 
World Economic Forum and the World Social Forum. Therefore I found the speeches from 
these attendances at the World Forums as appropriate documents to include in the thesis and 
the analysis. These speeches do in their own ways address both these worlds Lula proudly 
travels between. It was also important for this study to have speeches from similar events in 
order to be able to trace any patterns sustained or altered. For the analysis two biographies 
(Lula of Brazil- The Story so far and Lula, Brasilien – Hoppet och rädslan) were used to put 
the speeches in context. These biographies stretched through the timeline of this thesis, the 
one a bit more personal than the other. These biographies are written by two European 
authors, reviewed by other scholars in the same field, giving them credit as concrete literature. 
But also implies that this thesis will have a European perspective, because of these sources. 
To find Brazilian complementary sources in Sweden has been proven hard, as the topic may 
be considered too modern and current when this study was written. 

Most of the Speeches used were originally in Portuguese, of which I did a fair try to 
translate as accurate as possible. 

Other materials have been found through reviewed databases, literature proposes from 
Universities conducting Brazilians Studies, the Brazilian Governments databases, etc.       
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

                                                 
5 Mathewson, Daniel B. 2002. “A Critical Binarism: Source Criticism and Deconstructive Criticism”, in Journal 
for the Study of the Old Testament 2002;26;3 
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2. Theory  
For this thesis I am using two theories, Max Weber’s theory of the three ideal types of 
legitimate authority and the Cinderella complex. These theories will in the following chapters 
be tested whilst I am analysing the Brazilian President Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva.   
 

2.1. Max Weber’s Theory of the Three Pure Types of Legitimate 
Authority   
Max Weber (1864-1920) is the German scholar that continually developed throughout his 
intellectual life. He rejected the desire of developing any scientific theory and has never 
completed any systematic work, but has developed important systematic elements through his 
line of thoughts; one of these was the idea of the ideal types of social actions and 
relationships. Weber worked as a professor in economics, but his passion lay in political 
affairs and he had intimate contact with influential political individuals as well as social 
movements during this period. It was not until Weber found problems in the society, which 
could not be described or solved with already known perspectives, when he developed 
theoretical analysis in the social field.6   

Weber presented a theory of three ideal types of legitimate authority, consisting of the 
rational, the traditional and the charismatic.  
  

2.1.1. The Theory of Rational Leader 
Rational leadership, or legal authority as it also is called, rests upon mutual interdependent 
ideas, through shared agreements and responsibilities, which groups or states declare when 
they develop relationships between themselves. The rational authority is sustained by systems 
which conduct administration withholding laws, interests and norms. The typical individual 
that posses rational authority, has symbolical variables, like he resides in an office, he is 
subject to an impersonal order to which his actions are oriented. The obedience is not directed 
to the individual personally, but to the common system the authority is based upon.7 

The fundamental bases for the rational authority are technical rules and norms and an 
abstract hierarchical system, upheld by specific competence and rational thinking. The 
authority must separate personal belongings and interests from his role and management. 
Dedication is towards the system, not the person that is in charge. Administration acts, 
decisions and rules are all documented and is also obligatory, everything from proposals, 
discussions to final agreements. This is the central focus of the modern corporate action.8 

The ultimate type of exercising legal authority is the person that uses a bureaucratic 
administrative staff. The bureaucratic administration is considered to be one of the more 
rational, reliable and stable instances in carrying out necessary control over the “inhabitants”. 
The development of modern forms of organisations and corporate groups are nonetheless 
same and continuous expansion of bureaucratic administration. In fact the whole modern 
society is built to fit bureaucratic administration, whether it is the church, political parties, 
economic enterprises, private associations, armies, etc. The main source to the efficiency of 
the bureaucratic administration lies in the technical knowledge and experiences gained by the 
capitalistic system, through strict, rational and calculated basis. The social consequences of 

                                                 
6 Weber, Max. 1964. The Theory of Social and Economic Organization (ed. Parsons, Talcott) New York: Oxford 
University Press. 3-7 
7 Ibid. 329-330 
8 Ibid. 330-333 
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bureaucratic control are that everyone is subject to formal equality of treatment, as long as the 
persons belong to the general broad public, which also is an issue in the theory of democracy.9   
 

2.1.2. The Theory of Traditional Leader 
The traditional authority receives his legitimacy being designated by traditionally passed on 
rules and the individuals’ status. The person exercising the authority is the personal chief and 
not the superior, the administrative staff exists nor of members or officials but of are 
comrades or subjects to the traditional leader. The administrative officials are not driven by 
impersonal obligation to the office, but of personal loyalty to the chief. Obedience is not due 
to the following of rules, but because the individual has been chosen for the position based on 
traditional foundations. The decision-making are determined by traditional values and 
limitations, the chiefs freedom in decision-making is determined by these values and the 
amount of personal loyalty his subjects grants him, on these bases his decisions may involve 
personal preferences and dislikes. When revolutions or opposition arises the critique is 
directed to the person and not to the system. The administrative work is not formed by 
legislation; the only legal administration for the traditional authority is documentation of 
tradition models.10 

The traditional leader can rule with or without an administrative staff. If the leader 
chooses an administrative staff they will be either related to the leader or driven by strong 
personal loyalty. The administration will also lack the objectivity, fixed order and rationality 
which are characteristic for the bureaucratic administration of the rational authority.11  

The traditional authority can be divided into three primitive types: 
i. Gerontocracy – the group is ruled by its elders, which is the most familiar and 

traditional driven type. 
ii. Patriarchalism – the group is ruled by a particular individual chosen through 

inheritance. The group is usually organised on economic and kinship basis. 
Obedience is owed to the leader, not to the system of rule. The leader shall have 
the ability to influence the public by examples, advices and other no compulsory 
means. 

iii. Patrimonialism – develops from strong personal ties within the administration, 
especially during forces of the military. When the authority is absolute it is 
called Sultanism. When the patrimonial system gains economical benefits the 
authority becomes decentralized, limited for a corporate group of individuals 
occupying a special social status.12  

 

2.1.3 The Theory of Charismatic Leader 
The word charisma, Max Weber is using, is targeting a certain quality in a individuals 
personality which sets him a part from ordinary men, but also caresses him with the image of 
having extraordinary powers and superhuman merits, by these premises the person is treated 
as the authority. In primitive circumstances the admiration of charismatic leaders are paid to 
prophets, intellectuals, heroes and other leadership figures. Charisma is stimulated by the 
important aspect how the individual leader is viewed by its followers.13  
                                                 
9 Weber, Max. 1964. The Theory of Social and Economic Organization (ed. Parsons, Talcott) New York: Oxford 
University Press. 337-341 
10 Ibid. 341-342 
11 Ibid. 342-343 
12 Ibid. 346-348 
13 Ibid. 358-359 
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The authority is given as a proof of personal trust in the leader and this type of authority 
is often viewed as a duty or a “holy” mission. If the charismatic qualities, “gift of grace”, 
disappear during his leadership, the public will believe that his special power has deserted him 
and his authority is at stake. The group of the charismatic leader is based on personal 
emotional attachment and the administrative staff is seldom technical trained, but shall 
possess charismatic qualities like their leader. The charismatic system is not built on any 
hierarchy and the only time the authority intervenes with general and smaller cases is when he 
finds a member of the administrative staff insufficient. The charismatic system does not hold 
any formal rules or abstract legal principles; the judgment is made from case to case. 
Recognition is important for the charismatic authority as he institute new obligations, because 
they come direct from the authority, which makes them legitimate. Thereby the ideal 
charismatic authority opposes both rational bureaucratic authority and traditional authority of 
any form. The charismatic authority uses the concept “rule of genius”, which makes power 
achievable for individuals of humble origins.14 

The charismatic authority is tainted by a classic anti-economic perspective and resists 
the thought of integration to the global economical system. The management of economic 
struggles is usually to limit the richer citizens in favour of those that are dependent 
economically. Charisma is seen powerful in revolutions, because it can be used for changing 
the publics’ attitudes towards the individual and gives him more impressiveness. It may also 
be used for radical moderations of the societal system and introducing new perspective to 
meet issues and global structures.15   
 

2.2. The Theory of the Cinderella Complex 
Collette Dowling worked as a journalist for US magazines, before she started authoring books 
concerning topics of gender, psychology and modern society. During her second marriage she 
published The Cinderella Complex in 1981 and started giving lectures about gender issues. 
Dowling later developed knowledge in other psychiatric areas like family depression and 
anxiety disorders; this led to the proceeding of studies in social work and psychology, in 
which she is active as today.16 

The Cinderella Complex is based on the story of Cinderella, a girl living with her 
stepmother and stepsisters under cruel situations. Cinderella is dreaming about a better life, 
but does not have the courage to change her situation. Instead she is saved by the prince, 
which comes to her rescue. This perspective on the independence complex is based on a 
constructive approach, in the beginning to demonstrate the inequalities between gender issues, 
but could be used in difference issues like rich versus poor, autonomy versus interdependence, 
etc. This issue examine independence factors of actors or groups, who aspire to make their 
own way, but the lack of confidence and fear of independence leaves them in dependence 
relations to others; caused by fears, the fear of conflicts and suppressed attitudes. The theory 
of the Cinderella Complex is based on psychoanalysis.17   
 

2.2.1. Psychoanalysis 
Psychoanalysis is examining the individual. Its purpose is to guide individuals to become true 
                                                 
14 Weber, Max. 1964. The Theory of Social and Economic Organization (ed. Parsons, Talcott) New York: 
Oxford University Press. 360-362 
15 Ibid. 363 
16 Dowling, Collette. 2008-12-09. Biography (colettedowling.com) 
17 Dowling, Collette. 1982. Askungekomplexet – Kvinnors hemliga rädsla för oberoende. Stockholm: Bonniers 
Grafiska Industrier AB. 27-28 
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and rational adults.18 The Cinderella complex arises when an individual enter the regression 
phase, described by psychoanalysis as one of the defence-mechanism existing to protect the 
individuals’ self-image and a natural presence in a person’s psychic development.19 This 
defence-mechanism is one of the more controversial and the most discussed phenomenon in 
psychoanalysis. Regression occurs when an individual is faced with unwanted impulses and 
he/she chooses to suppress these from the conciousness into forgetting and retreating from the 
memories and emotions attached to the experience. This phase of regression can be a 
conscious decision, but also resulted by a subconscious reflex.20 
 

2.2.2. The Complex of Cinderella 
Stories and fairytales have for a long time played an important role of contributing moral 
compasses when changes are current in the world. The stories are used for dealing with 
universal problems that have a complexity to overcome and creating insight to issues 
regarding relationships, decision-making, implementing new policies and matters regarding 
injustices. It has started to grow an interest for the use of storytelling to explain leadership, 
administration and the behaviour of organisations. Stories can make issues more attainable 
and comprehensive as well as bringing leaders and the public closer to each other and to 
produce a foundation for active dialogues.21 

The complex of Cinderella is described by Collette as a psychological dependency and 
the deep wish of being taken care by others, which is sustained in this complex. The societal 
network contains repressing attitudes and fears with the purpose of holding individuals in 
place, controlling their amount of creativity and freedom. The individual does not have 
enough belief in what he/she is capable of, instead the person relies on external factors to 
transform the situation the person is in. Collette claims that individuals are in constant 
conflicts between the desires of independence and dependence, which is a result of societal 
expectations and the persons own interests causing perplexity in the role they possess.22 

Critics argue that the broad application area Dowling is proposing for the Cinderella 
Complex is exactly that, too broad. The use of an individualistic psychoanalysis is also 
questioned when societal changes are considered to have an equal amount of involvement in 
an individual’s personal growth. Dowling presents the Cinderella complex as the difficulties 
of the machismo-model, putting traditional aspects of femininity (financial dependence, 
homemaking) and traditional aspects of masculinity (financial independence, career 
achievements) against each other. “Like Reaganomics, the Cinderella Complex provides a 
slick formula, deceptively and temptingly simple, that obscures the frightening and complex 
changes of a society in transformation.”23     

 

2.3. Brazil 
During the colonialism, Brazil was dominated by the grand agricultural estates, producing 

                                                 
18 Dahl, Göran. 1992. Psykoanalys och Kulturkritik – Essäer om Begär, språk och myndighet. Stockholm: Brutus 
Östlings Bokförlag Symposium. 53 
19 Brenner, Charles. 1981. Psykoanalysens grunder. Stockholm: Bokförlaget Prisma.93 
20 Ibid. 80-83 
21 Klenke, Karin. 2002. ”Cinderella Stories of Women Leaders: Connecting Leadership Contexts and 
Competencies”, in Journal of Leadership & Organizational Studies 2002; 9; 18 
22 Dowling, Collette. 1982. Askungekomplexet – Kvinnors hemliga rädsla för oberoende. Stockholm: Bonniers 
Grafiska Industrier AB. 27-28 
23 Heller, Trudy. 1983. “The Cinderella Complex: A Simple Solution”, in The Journal of Applied Behavioral 
Science vol.19 no.1.  
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supplies for internal and foreign markets based on non-wage labour. At the independence 
some of the state maintained trade relations with foreign states, like England, which generated 
a market for imported natural resources and agricultural products. Brazil was dependent on 
exporting one or a few products in order to import food or investing in the country’s 
infrastructure.24 The modern Brazilian politics began during the first presidency of Getúlio 
Vargas in the 1930’s. The state began to interfere with the nation’s economy, establishing 
import subsidies and incorporating social issues and labour legislation in the political agenda, 
like health care system, retirement, etc.25 When the industrialisation was established in Brazil, 
in the mid 20th century, the government mobilized the workers and the industry by forming 
state unions, taking some control from the foreign actors but also expanding the domestic 
market. In line with the new legislations and tariffs manufacturers started to move their 
industry to Brazil, resulted in a new form of dependent development and the denationalization 
of the industry.26  

Brazil and other Latin American countries have tried to solve their economical issues, 
throughout its history, like the limited control their state has against foreign economical 
forces. In Brazil the emphasise has been on controlling the spread of foreign investors and 
trade partners among the states in Latin America, giving states like Brazil influence during 
negotiations between other states and multinational enterprises. These investments do stand 
for the major part of the Brazilian capital and is causing problems when Latin American 
countries tries to modernize themselves, because of the unbalanced aspirations of economical 
interests and political ambitions, which causes conflicts. Therefore the civil mobilization has 
targeted the state, in the aim to gain democratically rights and better conditions for the 
working classes, which occurred in Brazil. The biggest problem for Latin American countries 
like Brazil is how to advance development in a capitalist context, which has already created 
limitations and responsibilities.27 In 1992 Brazil started to be seen as an up-and-coming 
market attracting foreign capital. This rapid growth of the economy in Brazil required a plan 
to stabilize the exchange rate and therefore the Real Plan was introduced. The Real Plan 
initiated an overvaluation of the exchange rate making Brazilian economy dependent on 
continuing foreign investments, this in order to pay off foreign loans from the 1980s. This 
process was haltered when the economic crises in Asia and Russia took place, forced the 
Brazilian government to negotiate for rescue packages with the international community and 
financial adjustment programmes with the International Monetary Fund (IMF). This will 
cause further economical difficulties by the ascending of the Brazilian foreign debt for future 
generations to pay, making new economical reforms narrower.28 

Corruption is another major problem for Brazilian politics and economic. Historians say 
that the tradition of corruption, bribes, favouritism started in Brazil during the sixteenth 
century. The revolution in 1930 aimed to resolve these issues, but was instead turned into a 
dictatorship of Vargas, The Estado Novo until 1945. The quick growth of the economy and 
the industry in the 1950’s lead to new accusations of corruption and the military coup in 1964 
was allegedly to stop the current corruption and communism. The climate of harsh censorship, 
a weak Congress and repressing judicial system was beneficial for a massive growth of 

                                                 
24 Hamilton, Nora. 1981. ”State Autonomy and Dependent Capitalism in Latin America”, in The British Journal 
of Sociology vol.32. No.3. 
25 Fleischer, David. 2004. “Political Reform: The “Missing Link””, in Reforming Brazil (eds. Font, Mauricio A. 
and Spanakos, Anthony P. ass. Bordin, Cristina). Oxford: Lexington Books. 115-116 
26 Hamilton, Nora. 1981. ”State Autonomy and Dependent Capitalism in Latin America”, in The British Journal 
of Sociology vol.32. No.3. 
27 Ibid. 
28 Martone, Celso L. 2003. “The External Constraints on Economic Policy and Performance in Brazil”, in Brazil 
Since 1985 –Economy, Polity and Society (eds. Kinzo, Maria D’Alva and Dunkerley, James). London: 
University of London.  
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corruption in Brazil. In the end of the military regime the censorship was eased and new bold 
prosecutors and press started thorough investigations on the spread of corruption. Fernando 
Collor de Mello was elected in 1989 with the promise of battling the corruption in the 
political systems. However the ambitious programmes of economic modernization and the 
stabilization of the inflation stalled the work against the corruption. The Getúlio Vargas 
Foundation conducted a study in 2001, where they estimated the indirect and direct cost of 
corruption on Brazilian economy, concluded the cost of corruption to be nearly 6000 real per 
capita and year. The same survey presented that if corruption would be reduced the GDP per 
capita would rise to almost 25 percent.29 

 

2.4. Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva 
Luiz Inácio da Silva was born in 1945 in the north-eastern state, Pernambuco, in Brazil. This 
state is known for its rough desert landscape causing the individuals living there to work hard 
for their everyday survival. The family later moved to São Paulo where Lula would have the 
opportunity to go to school and learn how to read. Lula and his siblings were mainly raised by 
their mother and needed to work in order to support the family.30 The family moved to the 
industrial area of São Paulo, called the ABC, where Lula worked as a lathe operator until he 
joined the Metallurgist’s Trade Union in 1969 and shortly after became one of the more well-
known union leaders responsible to big Union strikes by the end of 1970’s.31 

Lula founded together with other intellectuals, unionists and leftist politicians the 
Partido dos Trabalhadores (PT) in 1980. The values of the party were to change the unequal 
social structures of Brazil and the elitist political system. The PT regarded that institutional 
democracy was not enough, but also the democratization of the economy was necessary and 
strongly critiqued the corruption in Brazil.32 The PT influence on local levels has proven to 
reduce corruption and they has been one of the more consistent parties sticking to their 
ideology, to the public they have been considered as too radical.33 

Lula was married to Marisa in 1974 and they have today four adult children together. 
Marisa was raised in the industrial area of São Paolo, where she studied and worked till she 
met Lula in the Metallurgist’s Trade Union. Marisa started her own political activity 
encouraging women to participate in the Trade Union and was frequently seen by Lula’s side 
during political and union meetings. When union leaders were arrested by the military regime 
Marisa helped to organize a women’s protest march, in favour of their release. Since the 
Partido dos Trabalhadores started Marisa has been sharing her time between the home and 
Lula’s political campaigns, her constant presence by her husbands side tells of her position as 
confidante. In 2003 she received the award Grand Cross of the Order of Merit by the 
Norwegian Government.34      
 
 
 

                                                 
29 Fleischer, David. 2004. “Political Reform: The “Missing Link””, in Reforming Brazil (eds. Font, Mauricio A. 
and Spanakos, Anthony P. ass. Bordin, Cristina). Oxford: Lexington Books. 122-132 
30 Kjörling, Lennart. 2005. Lula, Brasilien – Hoppet och Rädslan. Falun: Scandbook. 13-19 
31 Brazil Government. 29/11/2008. Biography (presidencia.gov.br/ingles/president/). 
32 Nylen, William R. 2000. “The Making of a Loyal Opposition – The Workers’ Party (PT) and the 
Consolidation of Democracy in Brazil”, in Democratic Brazil – Actors, Institutions and Processes (eds. 
Kingstone, Peter R. and Power, Timothy J.) USA: The University of Pittsburgh Press. 128-132 
33 Ibid. 132-138 
34 Brazilian Government. 19/12/2008. First Lady (presidencia.gov.br/ingles/president/first_lady/) 
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3. The Reign of President Lula 
 

3.1. 4th Presidential campaign 
In 2002 Lula decided to run for President for the fourth time. This time he was determined to 
win and therefore he needed a new and moderate image to win over the people that had voted 
against him in prior elections. One of Lula’s sources of inspiration has been the Labour Party 
in the United Kingdom and for this election campaign the focus lay on Tony Blair and his 
idea of the “New Labour”, this lead to the daring choice of employing the publicity and 
marketer man, Duda Mendonça, whom was considered a genius and unscrupulous 
professional ready to work for anyone. Mendonça spent enormous amounts on advertising, 
impressive rallies and promoting the image of Lula, as the man of the people, loving, peaceful 
and smart. Lula’s most attractive promise during this campaign was Fome Zero – Zero 
Hunger - an proactive plan to make sure no family in Brazil would ever go hungry again. This 
is most certain a legacy and an important issue derived from Lula’s own childhood. To 
complete the new modern image of Lula and take a stance from his former radical character 
he wrote “A Letter to the Brazilian People” during this election year.35 This letter was aimed 
for both the public and to external interests on how the party had changed. The letter 
contained the campaign themes Lula was using: acknowledging Brazil’s grave economic and 
social situation, the fulfilment of the Real Plan, respect for Brazil’s current contracts and 
obligation and a new commitment to price stability and budget surplus. Some commentators 
argued during these changes that the ideology of Partido dos Trabalhadores and Lula had 
shifted too greatly in economically questions that the stressing of social problems would turn 
out short.36 
 

3.1.1. The Letter to the Brazilian People 
 
“The population is hopeful, believes in the possibilities of the country, they show 
support to alternative national projects, that will make Brazil grow, generate jobs 
and reduce crime, save our sovereignty and reputation in the world. The 
courageous society of Brazil continues to be vulnerable and because of this it is 
necessary to construct stability through careful changes, which obviously the 
current government do not want to make. 

The new model will not be product of unilateral decisions made by the 
government, which take place today, nor will it be implemented by orders. It will 
be fruit of a sufficient national negotiation that will lead to a valid alliance for the 
country, to a new social contract, capable to assure growth and stability.”37 

 
In Lula’s letter to the Brazilian people he presents Brazil and Brazilians with positive 

words like hopeful, supportive and courageous. A word he uses over and over in this text is 
change “Brazil wants to change”, “Brazilians demands change”. Lula presents the change as 
something different to the current government style, with less authority from above and more 
participation from other national groups in decision-making processes. 
                                                 
35 Bourne, Richard. 2008. Lula of Brazil – The Story so Far. London: Zed Books Ltd. 98-99 
36 Samuels, David. 2004. “From Socialism to Social Democracy: Party Organization and the Transformation of 
the Workers’ Party in Brazil”, in Comparative Political Studies 2004; 37; 999. 
37 Silva, Luiz Inácio Lula da. 2002. Carta ao Povo Brasileiro.  São Paolo: Portal da Fundação Perseu Abramo 
(www2.fpa.org.br/portal/modules/news/article.php?storyid=2324) 

http://www2.fpa.org.br/portal/modules/news/article.php?storyid=2324
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“The foundation for this transition will be due to respect of contracts and 
obligations made by the country. Through purely speculations there exist doubts 
and strong concerns from the financial market, of the poor performance and 
current fragility of the economy, which generates fears on the country’s capacity 
to manage its internal and external debt. This massive public indebtedness has 
been caused by the Cardoso government which worries investors. 

The development of our immense market can still revitalize and stimulate the 
set of the economy, extending of decisive form of space to small companies, 
offering solid bases to improve exports. For this aim we will create a special 
Secretariat of Foreign Commerce, which will be directly responsible to the 
President. This will open up new opportunities for a stabile and social responsible 
economic growth. The necessary changes that have to be applied for a more 
democratic and just domestic market, will be taking control of the public 
enterprises. Above all we will make a commitment of improving production, job 
and social justice.”38 

 
Lula is famous of being a contradictory man and the greatest area of contradictions is 

his discussions of economic policies. In one sense he is very critical towards Cardoso and his 
governments’ methods to deal with the Brazilian economy, while on the other hand he is 
proposing a continuance of the same politics and even a broadening of the market, promising 
a smooth transition if Lula and his party would be elected. Even though this may be the result 
to calm economic partners, it gives also the picture that there has been little logic behind the 
planning or lacking knowledge in the process of planning a framework for future politics. 
Other words dominating the text is popular and populism, which in political terms mean the 
opposition towards the economical elite and also the neo-liberal system.39 
 

3.2. Lula as President: The Honeymoon 
Lula’s election victory brought an eruption of joy from the long time supporters of Lula and 
the Partido dos Trabalhadores. Celebrations acknowledged that the worker President – o 
presidente opérario - had won, which was for many thought of as both inspiring and 
inconceivable. For Lula this was a dream come true and the public hopes of establishment of 
democracy, better social conditions and decreasing social inequality began. Lula started off 
his Presidency to calm worries about the Brazilian economy, through installing Antonio 
Palocci as minister of finance and Henrique Meirelles in charge of the Central Bank. These 
two made it clear that Brazil would not be a new Argentina and established more conservative 
policies like high interests rates, balanced currency, export surplus and a gradual reduction of 
the Brazilian debt. This was in line with what Lula earlier wrote in the letter to the Brazilian 
People, he also announced Fome Zero as a governmental program.40 The Fome Zero was a 
brilliant political move displaying Lula’s social ambitions, but even a treacherous move as the 
programme was poorly prepared and impossible to fulfil in the four years as Lula was elected 
President for.41 

                                                 
38 Silva, Luiz Inácio Lula da. 2002. Carta ao Povo Brasileiro.  São Paolo: Portal da Fundação Perseu Abramo 
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39 Béjar, Alejandro Álvarez. 2006. “Mexico’s 2006 Elections: The Rise of Populism and the End of 
Neoliberalism?”, in Latin American Perspectives 2006; 33; 17. 
40 Bourne, Richard. 2008. Lula of Brazil – The Story so Far. London: Zed Books Ltd. 102-103 
41 Kjörling, Lennart. 2005. Lula, Brasilien – Hoppet och Rädslan. Falun: Scandbook. 160 
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After a trip to the poorest parts of Brazil with his ministers in the government, Lula 
made his first appearance at the World Social Forum in Porto Alegre 2003.42   
 

3.2.1. Speech in Porto Alegre 2003 
 
“I always said that my greatest wish, to be elected President of the Republic, was 
to see if I could meet my own challenges. I am a man who has taken on many 
challenges in Brazil. I have made many demands of each government that has 
been in office before me, just as many of you make demands in your own 
countries. I have also learnt that a good coach is not one whose team wins the first 
game but one who can win the end game. I’m sure that this relationship that’s 
based on honesty and comradeship will be the key to our Government’s success 
here in Brazil. I’m aware of the responsibility that rests on my shoulders by those 
that elected me and also on the shoulders of my ministers… I am the President of 
a country with the world’s eighth largest economy. I’m President of a country 
with 45 million people who do not get enough calories and protein. I am President 
of a country with a history and a people. And it is not every day, every month or 
every century that a metal-worker wins the Presidency of the Republic of 
Brazil”43 
 
The speech at the World Social Forum is a heartfelt one. The audience is titled 

comrades and Lula is keen on pointing out that he is an ordinary man, like them, that 
happens to be titled President. There are also clear influences of the Martin Luther King’s 
speech “I have a dream”, as he starts his sentences with I still dream and presents his victory 
of becoming President his dream come true gives him and his staff of administration the 
responsibility to realize the dream of all Brazilians: to eliminate poverty and social 
inequality. 

 
“And I keep on saying every single day that I must make a dream come true, not 
my dream but the dream of all of you, that one day in this country, no child will 
go to bed hungry and no child will wake up to an empty plate. 

For 500 years Brazil has been looking towards Europe. Now is the time to 
look towards Africa and South America. Now is the time to establish new 
partnerships so that we can be more independent, strengthen Mercosul and create 
a political force for negotiating. We cannot accept what has been going on for 40 
years, the blockades of Cuba. We cannot accept that countries can be 
marginalized for centuries and centuries. And we can’t accept that a country the 
size of Brazil can each year go on having a higher and higher rate of poverty and 
wretchedness.”44 
 
The issue of poverty is the major topic in his speech and is heavily influenced by the trip 

Lula and his ministers went on the same month. Lula points out that consciousness and 
awareness as well as new partnerships are needed to fight of the problem. By this he 
explained the equal importance of attending both the World Social Forum and the World 
                                                 
42 Kjörling, Lennart. 2005. Lula, Brasilien – Hoppet och Rädslan. Falun: Scandbook. 162-163 
43 Silva, Luiz Inácio Lula da. 24/01/2003. Speech by President of the Federative Republic of Brazil at the World 
Social Forum in Porto Alegre, Brazil. Brazilia: Ministry of External Relations. 
(mre.gov.br/ingles/politica_externa/discursos/discursos_autoridade.asp?ID_AUTORIDADE=36)  
44 Ibid. 
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Economic Forum. Even though the Brazilian people were poor, they still mattered to 
participate in the discussions for future development and policies. Despite the protests of 
leaving Brazil to talk to the economic elite in Davos, Lula went to the World Economic 
Forum and held a speech for a more just economical world. And by attending both World 
Forums, Lula received eminent and renowned qualities.  
 

3.2.2. Speech in Davos 2003 
 
“Combating hunger is a task not just of government, but of society as a whole. It 
requires structural transformations, the creation of jobs with dignity, more and 
better investments, a higher domestic savings rate, the growth of both domestic 
and overseas markets, quality healthcare and education, and scientific and 
technological development. If Brazil is to move once again along the road to 
development, it will have to overcome the external constraints that have built up 
over recent years. Brazil must break out of the vicious cycles that result from 
taking on new loans to pay off old ones. Extraordinary effort is required to expand 
our exports, to diversify our range of products and markets, while generating 
added value in what we produce. The establishment of a new international order 
that is more just and democratic is not to be understood as a simple act of 
generosity, but equally and fundamentally as a sign of political intelligence. More 
than 10 years after the fall of the Berlin Wall there still remain "walls" separating 
those that can eat from those that go hungry.”45 

 
The opening line at the speech may reflect the previous hesitation Lula felt before the 

trip as he present Davos as a place slaving under the market economy, like it was their God, 
representing some of the radicalism Lula was famous of during his criticism as a Union 
leader and Party President of the Partido dos Trabalhadores. The speech resembles the one 
Lula held at the World Social Forum topic wise, but is more formal. The sentences begin 
with I wish or I hope and Lula talks about the division existing in the world between hungry 
and those that eat. Drawing links between conflicts and hunger and the lack of solidarity 
which sustains these patterns in the world. 

 
“Peace is not just a moral goal. It is also a rational imperative. We therefore 
believe that disputes should be settled peacefully under the aegis of the United 
Nations. It must be recognized that oftentimes poverty, hunger and squalor are the 
seedbeds where fanaticism and intolerance fester. We urgently need to unite 
around a global compact for peace and against hunger.”46 
 
Cardoso, the predecessor as President in Brazil, had the ambition of creating a 

reputation as one of the major leaders of the developing countries, for this purpose he 
conducted several trips abroad. Lula continued this tradition and travelled the globe more than 
once, especially his first year in office. Foreign affairs were one of the main areas in which 
Lula was quite pleased with, when he reflected back on his first year as President. He saw it 
important to establish Brazil as an attractive trade partner and not to continue on the 
victimized image of a developing country. The other policy Lula was thrilled with during the 
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year was the economy. Surprisingly Lula had completed reforms, the former government had 
failed to implement, like the retirement system, Lula himself criticised the system a few years 
before, which meant increasing the year of retirement and limiting the amount to retirement.47    

The government Lula had put together in 2003 consisted by two different coalitions, 
causing common disagreements. Even within the Partido dos Trabalhadores, the party was 
divided between right and left views, where finance minister Palocci was positioned as a 
rightist and believed that Brazil could not be excluded from the world economy, but it could 
be manipulated to improve national development and to improve social domestic policies. The 
leftist side required similar politics as the socialism in the 1960’s. These division lead to a 
split in the first year in government, where leftist members were excluded from the PT and 
some of them responded by setting up a new party PSOL – Partido de Socialismo e 
Liberdade.48 
 

3.3. Lula as President: A Rocky Road  
At the Partido dos Trabalhadores 24th anniversary in 2004 the festivities were surprised by the 
first corruption scandal of an assistant to one of the more influential ministers José Dirceau, 
who had taken bribes from the mafia in Rio de Janeiro.49 The corruption developed, while 
journalists discovered other members of the Partido dos Trabalhadores was involved in the 
corruption. This scandal would be known as the Mensalão scandal – the monthly pay check. 
Big names like José Dirceau minister in Casa Civil, José Genoino the party president, Silvio 
Pereira the secretary-general, Duda Mendonça Lula’s campaign manager, etc were all 
expelled from politics. Questions unfolded: how much did Lula know and if he did not know, 
was Lula too negligent? The public responses from Lula were vague and he suffered from a 
periodic depression. Lula has never been interested in detailed administration, which hence 
been delegated to others in the government.50 The corruption escalated and the finance 
minister, Antonio Palocci, was given more influence and Lula relied on Palocci as the 
guardian of the Brazilian economy.51 But not even the international acknowledge finance 
minister survived the corruption scandal as evidence pilled up about illegal gaming money 
and suspicious bank visits and Palocci was replaced with Guido Mantega, who carried on the 
conservative economic policy.52 Another cloud on the sky came when the government 
presented the financial development of 2003, which was minus 0.3 percent; this led to strikes 
and demands for higher salaries. The social movements proclaimed April to be a “red month” 
for strikes and actions, like occupying lands, all over Brazil. This period would be challenging 
for President Lula, as rumours of addiction to alcohol aroused from a journalist in USA. 
Unemployment rates grew bigger and incomes descended the support for Lula and his Partido 
dos Trabalhadores dropped, which was visible in the municipal elections in 2004. Only in the 
provinces were Fome Zero was operating successfully the support was maintained steadily.53 

Even though Lula is often compared and associated to Venezuelan President Hugo 
Chavez and Bolivian President Evo Morales he is more at home with the center-left 
governments of Latin America. One of Lula’s main goals in foreign policy is to decrease the 
importance of Free Trade of the Americas and bilateral negotiations with the USA, instead 
Lula wanted to make better deals for developing countries in the Doha Round, opening 
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borders between these nations and USA, Europe.54 In early 2005 the negative economical 
trend started turning around. Export surplus was growing, GNP was expected to five percent 
increase and the government spent two billion reais to improve minimum wages.55  

Lula did not decide whether he would attend the World Social Forum in 2005 until close 
to the actual event date. Lula came as one of the lead figures to a new campaign against world 
poverty, the White Ribbon, who demanded fair trade, debt relief and increased international 
foreign aid. For the campaign Lula was considered as the ideal figure as he prior to this had 
been speaking for the improvements of the poor. For Lula this is the ideal platform for him to 
present himself. But this year in the World Social Forum he was not met with the hopeful 
euphoria as he was two years ago, Lula was this day barracked as he held his speech. Also the 
White Ribbon campaign displayed a policy that Lula and his government had not 
implemented in Brazil. This complexity may be described by the Brazilian economy 
experiences as dependent of the international economy, and the importance of presenting a 
balanced image to this system. Lula’s constant alliance building is a tool for creating new 
arenas of relations and presumptions for alternative finance policies, more independent to the 
elitist one.56 
 

3.3.1. Speech in Porto Alegre 2005 
 
“It is important to remember, that my friend Kirchner believed in becoming the 
President of Argentina and is now changing relations between the governments 
and its people and is also contributing to change relations between the states of 
Latin America. It is important to remember that in our beloved Uruguay, after 
three defeats, my friend Tabaré has finally been elected President of the Republic. 
It is important to remember my friend Nicanor Duarte who did conquer the 
oligarchic structure of Paraguay. It is necessary to remember what happened 
recently in Venezuela. It is necessary to remember what happened recently in 
Panama and that people will notice that politics is evolving in South America and 
allowing people not only to dream about another world, but it is actually allowing 
people to make these become real every day. 

Lately we visited India and China. And why did we go there? Because we 
discovered the opportunity to change these great countries into strategic partners 
to countries like Brazil, so that people can use other strong multilateral 
relationships. Creating political alternatives to the politics of predominant and 
rich countries.” 
    
Like the speech in 2003 Lula is talking about dreams and the realising of beliefs. The 

world has not changed but it has become less restricted. Lula also repeat the need for creating 
forums less attached to the rich elite for developing countries to utilize. New addition to this 
year’s speech is that Lula introduces and thanks ministers of his staff, friends and fellow 
colleges. Lula also presents politician colleges of neighbouring countries as friends as he 
recognizes their political achievements for the last recent years. 

 
“I am from Pernambuco, a poor state, and already as a five year old 

pernambucano I was fighting inexhaustible against hunger. I am here because I 
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believe strongly that they are giving the step most important and the more serious 
historical step of World Social Forum. You are the set of people that matters in 
transforming the question of hunger from a social problem into a political issue. 
This is a speech campaign, for those that never have seen a child die out of hunger 
in the cold, as I saw in the city of Souzy and the mother asking for alms to bury 
her son.” 57 

 
This year Lula makes greater emphasis on his origin and his own personal 

struggle against hunger and poverty during his childhood. Lula also argues that the 
Presidency has not changed him as a person as he planned to move back to his old 
friends in the Bernardo district of São Paulo, where his professional career started in the 
civil movements. Therefore he promotes civic activity and civil participation as 
important instruments for changing conditions and policies for people, like a joint 
soccer team. Soccer associations are something that is reappearing in Lula’s speeches to 
explain certain aspects and is one of Lula’s favourite interests in life.  
 

3.3.2. Speech in Davos 2005 
In this speech to the World Economic Forum Lula start his speech with telling the participant 
to stop looking backwards and do the same mistakes over and over. Instead they should focus 
on looking ahead for new ideas and intellectual solutions. 

 
“The concrete data tell that, from the passed century, the distance between the 
poor countries and the rich countries did not diminish, but it did increase. I 
believe in transforming poverty into political issue, in order to find extraordinary 
measurements, and will aid the poor countries. In the Brazilian case, Brazil is a 
poor country. Brazil has everything to become a rich country, but it is not. Brazil 
is a gigantic country and has extraordinary potential. During 30 years it was 
growing with the world and the extraordinary percentages. But, in Brazil, like 
other developing countries, the produced wealth was not distributed fairly but to a 
few. This is restraining factors of the poverty balance, for which we have to 
decide about at this moment.58 
 
Lula does not give any concrete examples on how to solve the problems of poverty, but 

presents general data about its problems and effects. The emphasis is on politicizing poverty 
and social inequalities, which do reveal Lula’s qualities from his social movements’ years as 
a negotiator and a campaigner driven by instinct. This side has been the major flaw exposed 
by his opposition as they do not consider Lula as having enough intellectual capacity as they 
claim a President shall have.59   
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3.4. The Elections of 2006 
Lula started his re-election campaign in early 2006, using various governmental tools for 
building up his support. These tools consisted of using the federal surplus profits in order to 
build better roads and give economical assistance to the state’s governments and municipality 
governments. Lula visited both the Queen of England and was invited to the G8 meeting, 
which were important aspects in Brazil. Closer to the election date he even presented a 
package to ease the burden on loans and other inducements standing in the way for 
individuals wanting to build homes and houses.60 The speeches during the campaign were 
more of a populist approach, were Lula critiqued the elitist systems and the Cardoso 
government. Lula sometimes compared himself to a martyr of independence or as Jesus.61  

The characteristics of the first election round were tainted by the corruption scandal. 
Authorities prepared for investigation and possible prosecutions, while Lula dismissed the 
accusations as irrelevant for the President elections. Even though the National Conference of 
Brazilian Bishops has the tradition of promoting debate on important issue, they approached 
the corruption scandal with caution and warning for any actions that would affect the 
Brazilian democracy. Lula did decline all offers on participating in any TV-debate, as his 
predecessor Cardoso had during his re-election campaign, but this time it looked bad. The 
public wanted the President to clear his standpoint on the scandal and to know what had 
happened. This led to a lower number than expected voted on Lula in the first round of 
election, where he only received 48.6 percent of the votes.62 

The results from the first voting was seen as a wake-up call and Lula’s campaign team 
that commenced making his new image more rational and they reinvented his former 
campaign image of the peaceful and loving Lula. For the second election round he partook in 
public debates and became more media friendly. Lula also made the first statements about the 
corruption scandal, promising that the responsible would get their punishment. Opposition 
argued that Lula had become too focused on the division of the rich and the poor, a stance 
Lula denied, and that his new friends mainly were economical elitist as ex-President Sarney 
and former finance ministers. In the second election round Lula was running against Geraldo 
Alckmin running for Partido da Social Democracia Brasileira. Alckmin was a former military 
and well-educated, earlier he had been elected as both mayor and deputy and was positive 
towards privatization. Lula and Alckmin were each others opposites, Lula was the charismatic 
but undetermined on certain issues while Alckmin was stiff but robust in his policymaking.63 
Two criteria’s of winning the Presidential election in Brazil is to put together a powerful 
coalition to the election and putting together another coalition capable to govern, which is not 
necessarily the same. These meant looking at smaller, as well as bigger parties, judging who 
the ally was and who was the foe.64 

  

3.4.1. The letter to the Brazilian People  
President Lula prepared in February 2005 a second version of the “Letter to the Brazilian 
people”. This letter was consisted of two parts: an evaluation of the previous Presidency and 
the future aims for Brazilian politics in corporation with governmental alliance parties. These 
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were asked to contribute with ideas to the document.65 Therefore the letter was signed by all 
the fractions cooperating in the Brazilian government.  

 
“In the last elections, with the hope to carry on changes inline with the neo-liberal 
politics practised since 1990, the Brazilian people chose President Lula. Until this 
moment, we have estimated little change and we have witnessed a full mandate of 
contradictions. On the one side, the government followed the neo-liberal 
economic policy and this resulted with an alliance to the conservatives. On the 
other side, the government adopted speech for social priority and for strong 
foreign policy in purpose of building alliance with other developing nations. The 
election of Lula relit the hopes in Latin America and influenced positively on the 
conflicting politicians in the region.” 66 
 
The letter was written with a humbleness admitting that all the radical changes they 

promised in the last election were not carried through. Electing Lula in the previous election 
is described as having a positive effect on all in Latin America. The letter is also influenced 
by the context it was written, which was in context of the corruption scandals. Promising to 
investigate and punish the guilty once and extending the inspections to previous 
governments.  

  
“In the eye of the 2006 elections, the elites had started a campaign of 
demoralizing the government and President Lula through the media, with the aim 
to weaken them, or to induce them to deepen current economic policy of neo-
liberal reforms. Worried about the democratic process and about the 
condemnations of corruption that had left the people amaze, we announce that we 
are against any attempt of running down any legitimately elect government. We 
demand entire and accurate inquiries of the accusation of corruption, made by the 
National Congress and the press, and punishment to those that are responsible. 
We know that the corruption, unfortunately, has been used as a traditional method 
for the elites to govern the country. We also demand inquiries of previous 
allegations of corruption, like the voting for the constitutional emendation that 
approved the re-election and the privatization process that occurred during the 
Cardoso government.” 67 

 
This second “Letter to the Brazilian People” does not reveal that much about Lula as it was 
written by several parties. This is also noticeable in how the letter is designed and written.  
 

3.5. Lula as President: For a Second Period 
Lula was re-elected for a second term as President starting in January 2007. Close to this a 
minister from Lula’s party Partido dos Trabalhadores announced that the era of financial 
conservatism was at its end, which led to the value of the real dropped and the São Paulo 
stock market decreased. This election the people of Brazil had voted for the person Lula, not 

                                                 
 65 Veja. 27/02/2006. ”Lula prepara nova Carta a Povo Brasileiro e pode subir mais nas próximas pesquisas”, in 
Veja. Sao Paolo. (veja.abril.com.br/noticia/arquivo-2006/lula-prepara-nova-carta-povo-brasileiro-pode-subir-
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66 Silva, Luiz Inácio Lula da and alliance parties. 2005. “Carta ao Povo Brasileiro”, in La Insignia – Journal 
independente iberoamericano. (lainsignia.org/2005/junio/ibe_087.htm)   
67 Ibid.   
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his party Partido dos Trabalhadores because of the mistrust towards the party’s corruption.68 
In an interview at the start of Lula’s second term, he declared that an “Operation Clean 
Hands” would be exercised to clean up the corruption in Brazilian politics and deal with those 
responsible. Lula also implied that Brazil was interested in institute a single five year term for 
Presidents in order to prevent future corruption.69 It was quite clear that the main support for 
Lula’s re-election was from the poorest, least educated and conservatives benefiting from the 
governmental programmes Lula had established. Still Lula is considered as a man of no 
ideology, stating contradictory things, he is rather controlled by principles of pro-poor 
development and social inclusion, disliking privatization. Because Lula is not driven by any 
theory, Brazilian journalists have labelled his governing as “lulismo” a layered governmental 
rule that happen to be in fashion. Perhaps Lula is more popular outside of Brazil, than in it, 
because of his charismatic appearance, forwardness and countless travels.70 
 

3.5.1. Speech in Davos 2007 
The speech in the World Economic Forum in 2007 was more like a review on the previous 
Presidency and what achievements this period has produced in the aim of fighting poverty, 
hunger and exclusion. 
 

“Finishing the first mandate, I can say to you that we have not done everything 
that we wished we would have done; we have accomplished more change than in 
any other part of the history of our Country, especially regarding social politics. 
We have created the program Fome Zero. And inside the program Fome Zero we 
have created the program Bolsa Familia (Family Grants Program) that today takes 
care of 11 million families. The people benefited from these programs have been 
able to place their children in school; the pregnant woman can do prenatal 
examinations and the children can get vaccine. 

We will assume the commitment of 2008 to organize electric energy to the 12 
million Brazilians, who does not have electric energy. Already we have fulfilled 
half of the program. In the first mandate we organized electric energy to 5 million 
people, the electric energy for which the government stood for the spending, the 
federal government with 80% and the states with 20%, up to 2008 when all 
families in Brazil is expected to have electric energy. At the same time we made a 
program for agricultural reform, where we take care of 380 thousands families, in 
a total of 31 million hectares disposed for the agricultural reform.” 71  
 
The speech separates itself quite drastic to the other speeches Lula has been presenting 

in the previous World Forums. Lula uses on several occasions numbers and figures 
demonstrating progress and plans for the country, which is unusual for him comparing it to 
his other speeches. Lula is known for not caring too much about detailed administration and 
numbers. This could imply two things: either he has grown into another leadership figure or 
he has a new speech writer. 
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“In the start of the mandate, we went to work to change world-wide geography, 
the commercial geography of the world, and I expect the Round of Doha can 
guarantee this substantial change, because it does not have any other expertise to 
end the poverty unless the poor countries are given a chance to develop. 
Constructing projects that makes the world aware that we are not only making 
speech about integration, but we are also making actual projects, as workmanship 
can characterize, that true integration may be a highway that we are investing in 
Peru, binding Brazil to the Pacific Ocean through Peru, a road of almost 1,800 
kilometres. This is the Brazil that we are trying to show to the world, Brazil is 
learning that strong consolidation to the democratic process of our Country is not 
through speech, but in the capacity of distributing incomes.”72 

 
Another drastic change is that this speech does not provide any soccer associations or 

repeating of certain words as he did in his previous speeches. This is probably the most 
formal and serious speech he has held in the context of the World Forums. The only reminder 
that this is President Lula speaking is the focus on poverty and social politics.  
 

3.5.2. Café com o Presidente 
As Lula did not attend the World Social Forum in 2007 I needed an additional forum of 
where he speak direct to his people, which is his National Radio programme Café com o 
Presidente – Coffee with the President. This programme is used for President Lula to address 
the public and explain current political events and decisions.73 The journalist, Luiz Fara 
Monteiro, has just asked Lula if he is pleased with the results from discussing the Doha 
Round in the World Economic Forum. 
 

“I am optimistic to the Doha Round, I am optimistic because it consists of politics 
that will make things happen. Everybody knows that if nothing happens now in 
trading agreements, the OMC will lose credibility people will ask why it exists. 
This is important because if rich countries want to advance they need to help the 
poor countries with a bit giving. I participated in a meeting where I questioned the 
decisions, which were taken by eminent politicians and not by economics. These 
days we unite the presidents who are involved in the Doha Round and I will see to 
it that people take their responsibility. I am convinced that if we are not changing 
trading agreement, allowing poor countries access to the agricultural markets of 
the rich countries, we will live in a century were poor countries will be even 
poorer.”74 
 
This interview shows a more similar essence of the speeches Lula has been holding in the 

World Social Forum. Where Lula takes on a more personal stand, saying he will see to it that 
change will happen/responsibility will be taken. Lula also illustrates a more positive 
perspective on the current political environment using words optimistic and convinced.   
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4. Viewing Lula through the Cinderella perspective 
President Lula has truly the Cinderella story. Growing up during poor conditions Lula was 
mainly raised by his single mother and with an abusive father present occasionally in his early 
growing up years. Hunger was a constant factor during his early years. As the family moved 
to São Paulo in order to improve their life-conditions, Lula and his brothers started working as 
paper boys, shoe shining boys in order to serve their family paying rent and food. When the 
family was better on their feet they could send Lula to a local school where he could learn 
how to read and write. The teacher saw real potential in the boy and asked Lula’s mother if 
she could adopt him, which was declined as Lula was seen as the family’s hopes and dreams 
of success as school would make him advance in society, providing him better job 
opportunities and salaries. During these years Lula’s mother was his greatest influence. But as 
Lula received his exam as lathe operator he gained other experiences working in the industrial 
area of São Paulo, where he had his first encounters with the Union movement. It was his 
older brother Frei Chico who provided the final push for Lula to join the Union, as his brother 
was active in a communist organisation, secretly as it was during the military regime, led to 
Frei Chico’s imprisonment in 1975. This caused Lula’s eyes to open up to social inequalities 
in the elitist system of Brazil and that also followed him during his years as political active.75 
And his today strong identification to the social rights movements and civic participation, he 
highlights in his speeches at the World Social Forum. 

In Cinderella complexity two separate pillars are standing against each other, like the 
idea of men and women, these are upheld by the social structure and societal attitudes. In 
Lula’s case these pillars are the idea of rich and poor, elite and people. His critique has most 
of his political career been towards the elitist system of Brazil and the world, feeding on the 
agonies of the poor going poorer. This is the red thread in all of Lula’s speeches and 
attendance to meetings and campaigns, and could be seen as his inspiration beacon. As Lula 
lack an ideological perspective that coerce him, we must see his motivation derives from 
personal interests and experiences. What the journalist has labelled “lulismo” is aiming to 
Lula’s personal desire to eliminate poverty and hunger, using whatever alliances needed to 
realise these wishes. Fome Zero and Bolsa Familia are two examples originated from his 
desire to deal with poverty issues.  

The hardest back blow for Lula in his years as President seems to be during the 
corruption scandal. All the years he and his Partido dos Trabalhadores spent on critiquing the 
corruption in current governments had now snuck into his own circle of ministers and 
therefore also the elitist structures of policymaking. The Cinderella Complex proposes during 
difficult times that the individual, studied, chooses to retreat from memories and senses 
attached to these problems in order to protect the person form unnecessary hurt and to 
preserve his self-image. It is clear that the scandal took its toll on Lula, with regards to his 
depression and obvious dislike to comment the corruption scandal. This could be a part of a 
present regression phase Lula went through, hoping the storm would blow over by itself, but 
examining his speeches there is no traces of this scandal whatsoever dealing with the scandal 
or the economic progress of Brazil. With this in mind it can be a logic assumption that Lula 
was either in denial or negligent to the activities inside his own party. Instead he emphasis his 
origins and support to fellow politicians within and outside of Brazil. The focuses are on 
looking ahead and not dwell in things that already have happened. 

Examining the contexts and statements of Lula suggest a picture of a man who is afraid 
of exercising authority in the more complex situations where the criticism of wrongdoing is 
directed towards him or his government, in these situations he seems to take on a low profile 
and continue business as usual. Remarkable is that criticism concentrating on his educational 
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merits and experience of leading a large country, or the lack of these, does not seem to have 
affected Lula in the same way as the complexity of the Cinderella suggests. The critique of 
Lula as a more instinctive man rather than a logic planner does shine through until the more 
recent speech at the World Economic Forum 2007, where he presents facts and numbers for 
the programmes him and his government has established. This imply growth as a leader that 
can partake in both the elitist and the public forums, as he earlier has not presented him as a 
President employing tools of administration or the skill of developing well functioning 
programmes. This has been argued to reside from his former experiences in the social 
movements of whom he proudly presents his origin from.  

A President that is driven by his own personal desires can lead to the demise of a 
democracy if the President aims to enhance the well-being for a small group and forget other 
obligations he has towards his people. The failure in the first round of elections in 2006 
implies even that the audience can loose their faith in Lula as President as he did not publicly 
take a stand point in the recent scandal and exercise his authority to manage the situation. This 
was in their eyes a threat to the future democracy in Brazil. Democracy is the public’s 
instrument to assure their safety and well-being in a current modernisation process of the 
society is going through. Karl Marx used the phrase “All that is Solid melts into Air” to 
capture this dynamic all communities are facing through their modernization processes.76  

Even though the Cinderella Complex can present some answers to the questions of the 
survey. I also find the theory incomplete and lacking a solid framework. As I wanted a deeper 
understanding for the consequences of having an inconsistent leadership figure in your 
politics. This was something the Cinderella Complex could not test. I also find it troublesome 
using the regression phase to portray the issues, which is a defence-mechanism. Changes may 
occur by different reasons, like growth, new experiences, etc. It would therefore be interesting 
to explore other factors causing a person to change ideas, lifestyles. Psychoanalysis deals with 
the individuals’ personal growth, in which it is a guide for the person’s development. Taking 
new ways may be part of this process in order to reach the goal. Therefore it is important to 
establish what change is caused by development and what change is caused by restraint. Anna 
Freud has presented the concept of “self-restraint”, also part of the psychoanalysis, similar to 
the Cinderella Complex which is dealing with the complexity of persons who is 
underachieving or choosing another way, in order to avoid conflicts.77 
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5. Viewing Lula through the theories of Weber 
The Brazilian history tells about a political system that has been exercising the purest form of 
traditional leadership. Only in the 20th century starting with Vargas dictatorial rule, which 
later was replaced with the military regime and even if Brazil has in the last twenty years 
considered itself as democratic country, strains of legacy has been present in the governments 
since then. It wasn’t until the 1989 elections for President the people of Brazil could vote 
directly for whom they wanted to represent Brazil and them. Even issues like corruption are 
developed in this type of leadership, which has been a common habit in the Brazilian politics 
and of what Lula and his part Partido dos Trabalhadores has been criticising for so long. 
Probably is this the system of which they despise that much, calling it elitist. 

During Lula’s election his marketer Duda Mendonça was influenced of making the 
image of Lula somewhat similar to the charismatic authority presenting him as the father of 
Brazil, peaceful, loving and a humble man of the people accomplishing extraordinary 
achievements. Lula promised change and a more democratically system. The issue of hunger 
presented as a personal mission of Lula to vanquish and the criticism of his poor education 
from the opposition only further expanded the vision of the charismatic Presidential candidate 
Lula. As the final reason to Lula’s vast political support in the Brazilian elitist political 
system, was because of his personal story and charisma, rather than any other reason.78 

Therefore it was a clever move to incorporate influences from another labelled 
charismatic leader, Martin Luther King, in his first speech in the World Social Forum after the 
victory in the Presidential election, in 2003, as Lula had to sustain the image that had won 
him the election and also given him his legal authority as the new President of the Republic of 
Brazil. Charismatic leaders are the ideal authority to guide crowds through chaotic and 
through new territories. Like Gandhi defeated the British through non-violent means and 
Martin Luther King dreams of a more tolerant world. The charismatic leader is truly 
successful when he inspires his people to think in new ways they never imagined and debate 
these issues. A charismatic leader does not necessarily employ peaceful resolutions but can 
also use violent means.79 

The illusions of his divine power started to evaporate as the corruption scandal 
displayed in the media in 2004. Lula had put too much reliance to his bureaucratically 
regulated administration. A vital thing to be aware of is that his government, during the 
election campaign, had been introduced as a rational organization, managed by a clear 
hierarchy and well experienced and professionally trained experts with full academic credits 
whom Lula himself missed. It was also one of these rational staff members, finance minister 
Antonio Palocci that persuaded Lula and the members of Partido dos Trabalhadores to 
advance the policies in fiscal and currency stabilities in order to be able to provide for the 
economic growth and reduction of poverty.80 Therefore during his first period as President 
Lula had started to use a more logic and strategic leadership style relying on his 
administration’s knowledge in running the country, similar to Cardosos’ style of authority. 
Interesting for Max Weber’s analysis of authorities is that they can incorporate components of 
each others. Chosen Presidents can be the result of the combination of both bureaucratic and 
charismatic elements. Even if the political system the leader charge over is bureaucratic does 
not necessary mean, that the authority automatically would be categorized as the same as the 
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system. Weber chooses instead to classify such leader in the other authority model,81 which in 
Lula’s case would be a charismatic leader. But as charismatic leaders are dependent on 
support from the audience or his power is useless, which Lula experienced in his first round in 
the re-election campaign 2006. The trust for him as a leader had faded and even the pure 
bureaucratic candidate of the competing opposition, which was so uncharismatic people 
nicknamed him after a plain green vegetable,82 was gaining up on Lula and the Partido dos 
Trabalhadores. Therefore it was important for Lula and his publicity team to reinvent the 
charismatic side Lula earlier had been famous for, in order to regain his trust and a second 
time in the President office. This time Lula was truly elected because of his own persona, 
when the Partido dos Trabalhadores reputation was damaged. 

As mentioned above Lula is maybe more popular outside of Brazil than in it, which 
could be a result of his many travels abroad, despite protest from his own people who wished 
him to be home managing domestic policies. Instead Lula put much focus in creating 
international and regional alliances in order to create a more just world. Like the issues 
popping up during the corruption scandal, the same issue is vital for the general impression: 
the issue of neglect, which is not excellent for the charismatic leader, as he have to maintain a 
relationship to his people and their trust. 

The most recent speech in the World Economic Forum separates itself dramatically from 
his previous speeches examined in this thesis, implying most clearly that for this speech Lula 
had a new speechwriter, as it does not have any of the essence present in the previous 
speeches. It was mainly dominated by figures and numbers opening up a new perspective if 
Lula is in the verge of changing his image. Is he leaving the charismatic authority behind for a 
more bureaucratic one? Lula told his audience that he was aiming to move back to the valley 
of Bernando back to his origin, but this speech shows otherwise. Some argues that charisma 
rarely is a success story in social science as it has a fairly limited role and is hard to measure. 
The importance of charisma is driven by the traditions in the society and can only be used for 
explaining a phenomenon, not determining it. Also to think of is that the three pure authorities 
were developed almost a decade ago, which means new aspects and phenomenons have to be 
considered as world evolve and constantly modernize itself.83  
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6. Conclusion: Comparison of Cinderella and Pure Authorities 
The Cinderella Complex and the authority theories of Max Weber are both displaying 
different aspects of the individual Lula. The Cinderella Complex provides the image of a 
person driven by personal interests and experiences in his policymaking. Through creating 
alliances, unattached to ideologies, he is attacking his biggest opponent: the elitist system of 
Brazil and the world, to combat poverty and hunger issues. Lula often identifies with the 
poorest people, claiming his heritage as the son of Pernambuco and his origin as the simple 
industrial worker of São Paulo. The theory of Max Weber suggests that Lula has consciously 
been using the charismatic model to rally up support in order to win the power and authority 
in becoming a President. To what degree Lula is devoted to vanquish the poverty is not 
certain, but it is clearly his trademark wherever he goes. 

Lula’s way of ruling is identified as the combination of bureaucratic elements and 
charismatic qualities. As one of them is outweighing the other according to Weber’s 
instruction Lula will be categorized as a current charismatic authority, which lately shown 
tendencies of moving into new directions. The complex of Cinderella tells about an authority 
critical to any elitist system with the aim of even out the balances between rich and poor. I 
have not in this thesis examined the role of Lula’s wife Marisa or her influence to his politics, 
but as she too has been active in the social movement and there are given some hints here and 
there that she is involved more than some realizes. Therefore it could be interesting for future 
studies to explore Marisa’s influence. As they say: behind every powerful man stands an 
intelligent woman. 

As Lula is a spontaneous politician there is difficult for people to follow his 
advancement of Brazilian politics. Lula has never really presented any concrete plans for 
Brazil, instead decisions seems to be taken along the way. This gives Lula some freedom of 
exploring and implementing reforms as long as he manages to gather enough support for these 
in his government or through the senate. The fact that Lula claims his lack of ideology offers 
him the opportunity to corporate with any party he wants. Lula’s trust in his administration 
and giving them a rather free range has previously ended in corruption scandals. Critics claim 
that he is too naïve and easily manipulated, which the case would not have been, if he had a 
proper education and more experiences of administration. 

The theories have offered answers to the questions in their special ways, through 
evaluating them the authority models of Max Weber has been easier to exercise as they had a 
more solid framework, than the Cinderella Complex which is too general. For future 
examinations I would propose the investigator to prepare the questions making a clear 
definition on how far their questions stretch. Another suggestion would be to try to improve 
the theories and modernize them, as they both are more than a quarter of a century old and 
feels incomplete for current cases.   
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